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Abstract Purpose: People living with cancer and haematological malignancies are at an

increased risk of hospitalisation and death following infection with acute respiratory syn-

drome coronavirus 2. Coronavirus third dose vaccine boosters are proposed to boost waning

immune responses in immunocompromised individuals and increase coronavirus protection;

however, their effectiveness has not yet been systematically evaluated.

Methods: This study is a population-scale real-world evaluation of the United Kingdom’s third

dose vaccine booster programme for cancer patients from 8th December 2020 to 7th December

2021. The cancer cohort comprises individuals fromPublicHealth England’s national cancer da-

taset, excluding individuals less than 18 years. A test-negative case-control design was used to

assess the third dose booster vaccine effectiveness. Multivariable logistic regressionmodels were

fitted to compare risk in the cancer cohort relative to the general population.

Results: The cancer cohort comprised of 2,258,553 tests from 361,098 individuals. Third dose

boosters were evaluated by reference to 87,039,743 polymerase chain reaction coronavirus tests.

Vaccine effectiveness against breakthrough infections, symptomatic infections, coronavirushospi-

talisation and death in cancer patients were 59.1%, 62.8%, 80.5% and 94.5%, respectively. Lower

vaccine effectiveness was associated with a cancer diagnosis within 12 months, lymphoma, recent

systemic anti-cancer therapy (SACT) or radiotherapy. Patients with lymphoma had low levels of

protection from symptomatic disease. In spite of third dose boosters, following multivariable

adjustment, individuals with cancer remain at an increased risk of coronavirus hospitalisation

and death compared to the population control (OR 3.38, 3.01, respectively. p < 0.001 for both).

Conclusions: Third dose boosters are effective formost individuals with cancer, increasing protec-

tion from coronavirus. However, their effectiveness is heterogenous and lower than the general

population. Many patients with cancer will remain at the increased risk of coronavirus

infections even after 3 doses. In the case of patients with lymphoma, there is a particularly strong

disparityof vaccine effectiveness against breakthrough infectionand severedisease.Breakthrough

infectionswill disrupt cancer careand treatmentwithpotentially adverse consequences on survival

outcomes. The data support the role of vaccine boosters in preventing severe disease, and further

pharmacological intervention to prevent transmission and aid viral clearance to limit the disrup-

tion of cancer care as the delivery of care continues to evolve during the coronavirus pandemic.

ª 2022 TheAuthor(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CCBY-

NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Patients living with cancer are disproportionally affected

by the coronavirus pandemic with the higher levels of

morbidity and mortality from SARS-CoV-2 disease

(COVID-19) [1e3]. The United Kingdom has a third

dose vaccine booster programme for immunocompro-
mised individuals who had completed their primary

schedule of COVID-19 vaccination and was concur-

rently implemented across the general population [4,5].

The programme was initiated in response to work

identifying poor immunological responses following the

primary (2 dose) vaccination schedule in patients with

cancer [6e14], waning or lower vaccine effectiveness in

immunocompromised individuals [15e17] and an over-
representation of immunocompromised individuals

amongst coronavirus intensive care unit admissions and

deaths in the United Kingdom. [18,19].

The evidence for coronavirus third dose vaccine

boosters for patients with cancer is limited to immuno-

logical studies. These have identified that third dose vac-

cine boosters may improve or re-establish immunological

or antibody responses [20e24]. However, to date, no
studies havedemonstrated that thirddoseboosters provide

protection against breakthrough or symptomatic corona-

virus infections, coronavirus hospitalisation or death.

Furthermore, no studies have performed population-scale

evaluations into the risk of patients to haematological

malignancies relative to solid malignancies.

Predicted ongoing surges due to new coronavirus

variants will increase the risk to patients with cancer,
many of whom may have waning efficacy from their

primary coronavirus vaccination course [25e27]. The

UK Coronavirus Cancer programme is delivering

population-scale assessment to evaluate patients with

cancer during the COVID-19 pandemic. This study is

the largest global coronavirus third dose vaccine booster

evaluation, building on data from the UK primary

vaccine course effectiveness analyses [28]. We describe
how cancer subtype and treatment interact to affect the

third dose booster vaccine effectiveness and risk of

breakthrough/symptomatic infection, coronavirus hos-

pitalisation and death.
2. Methods

2.1. Study description

The UK Coronavirus Cancer Programme is part of the

United Kingdom’s COVID-19 cancer pandemic

response to safeguard, evaluate and protect patients
with cancer (www.ukcovidcancerprogramme.org). The

study period was from the start of the COVID-19

vaccination in England from 8th December 2020 to

7th December 2021. The United Kingdom’s third dose
booster vaccination programme for patients with

immunocompromised cancer was launched on 1st

September 2021 and the booster vaccination programme

for the general population was launched on 14th

September 2021.
2.2. Study design, data and sampling

The dataset contains all SARS-CoV-2 polymerase

chain reaction (PCR) test results from England, ob-
tained from the second-generation surveillance system.

National Health Service (NHS) England and

NHS Test and Trace use PCR testing for those with

symptoms and antigen-detecting lateral flow testing

(also known as rapid diagnostic testing) for asymp-

tomatic case identification. During the study period,

confirmatory PCR testing was mandatory for in-

dividuals testing positive by lateral flow tests. In the
NHS, infection and prevention control measures in

secondary care requires coronavirus testing of asymp-

tomatic patients prior to many procedures or treat-

ments. PCR records were linked to vaccination records

from the National Immunisation Management Service.

Data linkage required exact matching of NHS identifier

number. The cancer cohort comprises adults (18 years

or older) identified from Public Health England’s rapid
registration national cancer dataset between 1st

January 2018 and 30th April 2021. The population

control cohort consists of tests from adults who were

not contained within this national cancer dataset.

Breakthrough infection was defined as a PCR positive

test in a symptomatic or asymptomatic individual

following vaccination. Hospital records were obtained

from the secondary use statistics datasets. Coronavirus
hospitalisation was defined as a hospitalisation episode

from 1 prior to 14 days following a positive PCR test.

Coronavirus death was a death within 28 days of a

PCR positive test, in keeping with how COVID-19

deaths are reported by our UK Office for National

Statistics [19]. SACT is an umbrella term of cancer

treatments including cytotoxics (chemotherapy), tar-

geted, immune or hormonal treatments. The study was
designed as a public health surveillance analysis to

support rapid clinical decision making in accordance

with the UK Policy Framework for Health and Social

Care Research. This study was supported by the

Department of Health and Social Care, UK Health

Security Agency, University of Oxford, University of

Southampton, University of Birmingham and Blood

Cancer UK with ethical approval from the Health
Research Authority (20/WA/0181). The corresponding

authors and senior author had final responsibility for

the decision to submit for publication. The funders had

no formal role in data analysis, interpretation or deci-

sion to submit.

http://www.ukcovidcancerprogramme.org
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2.3. Statistical analyses

The primary outcomes of the study were vaccine effec-
tiveness against coronavirus breakthrough infections,

symptomatic infections, hospitalisation and death. This

was calculated following receipt of the third dose and

the receipt of the second dose. Post-dose 2 vaccine

effectiveness was calculated for individuals at least 20

weeks (140 days) after the administration of second

dose, but who had not yet received their third dose. This

is in keeping with existing UK population vaccination
study methodology [29]. A test-negative case-

control analysis was used to estimate vaccine effective-

ness in cancer and general populations. This method-

ology was used as it gives high concordance with

findings from randomised clinical trials and is a stand-

ardised measure of vaccine effectiveness for phase 4

surveillance studies. [30,31] Vaccine effectiveness was

calculated with the test-negative caseecontrol method-
ology formula: 1 minus, the ratio of third dose vacci-

nated to unvaccinated individuals who met a

coronavirus end-point (either breakthrough infection,

hospitalisation, death), divided by the ratio of third dose

vaccinated to unvaccinated individuals with negative

PCR tests. The negative tests act as an internal control,

comprising individuals who might have symptoms from

non-COVID-19 causes. Higher vaccine effectiveness is
demonstrated if there are lower levels of vaccinated in-

dividuals amongst those who have a coronavirus end-

point, compared to those who have a negative test.

Predefined subgroup analyses for vaccine effectiveness

against coronavirus breakthrough or symptomatic in-

fections included analyses of the effect of cancer type

and subtype, date of diagnosis, receipt of cancer treat-

ment and vaccination manufacturer/combination. These
subgroups have an established clinical rationale as in-

dividuals with a cancer diagnosis are a heterogenous

group. An additional post-hoc analysis of vaccine

effectiveness against coronavirus hospitalisation and

death was performed in the lymphoma subgroup

following clinical evaluation review. A multivariable

logistic regression model was fitted to identify risk to

patients with cancer of coronavirus hospitalisation/
death amongst those had received a third dose. This was

adjusted for the following clinically important variables:

age, sex, cancer diagnosis, ethnicity, level of deprivation

(based on English Index of Multiple Deprivation) [32],

primary vaccination manufacturer and booster manu-

facturer. As the cancer cohort differed from the popu-

lation control by having an older age distribution,

sensitivity analyses were performed within age bands.
3. Results

Over the course of the study period, 87,039,743, PCR

tests were performed from 29,929,073 individuals. A
total of 2,258,553 PCR tests were identified from

361,098 individuals within the national cancer registry,

forming the cancer cohort. 8,371,139 individuals had a

third dose booster, of whom 230,666 were in the cancer

cohort.

The majority of the cancer cohort (97.8%) had a

BNT162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech) third dose with a minor-

ity of individuals (1.5%) having a mRNA-1273 (Mod-
erna) third dose. In terms of the baseline characteristics

of the PCR positive cases, we observed that severe

coronavirus outcomes (hospitalisation or death) were

associated with tests from individuals of advancing age

(Table 1).

Following receipt of a third dose booster, we evalu-

ated vaccine effectiveness (VE) against breakthrough

infection, symptomatic infection, coronavirus hospital-
isation and death in the population and cancer cohort.

In both cohorts, third dose boosters increased vaccine

effectiveness against all primary outcome measures

(Supplementary Table 1) (Fig. 1).

Within the cancer dataset, we observed that vaccine

effectiveness was similar among individuals who had a

BNT162b2 third dose booster following a primary

vaccination schedule with ChAdOx1 nCov-19
(AZD1222, AstraZeneca), compared to those who had

a primary vaccination schedule with BNT162b2

(Supplementary Table 2). The number of individuals

who had a third dose booster with mRNA-1273

(Moderna) was not sufficient to confidently report

vaccination effectiveness.

To identify groups that may show differences in

vaccine effectiveness, analyses were performed with
predefined subgroups measuring breakthrough and

symptomatic infections. The number of events following

subgrouping was not sufficient to perform analyses for

coronavirus hospitalisation or death.

There was evidence of an increase in vaccine effec-

tiveness against breakthrough and symptomatic in-

fections for most cancer subtypes following the third

dose booster (Fig. 2, Supplementary Table 3). Vaccine
effectiveness was higher following third dose boosters in

solid organ malignancies for breakthrough and symp-

tomatic infections (66.0%, 95% CI: 65.5e66.4 and

69.6%, 95% CI 69.2e70.1 respectively), compared to

individuals with haematological malignancies (53.2%,

95% CI: 52.8e53.6 and 56.0%, 95% CI: 55.5e56.4).

For patients with lymphoma, 21,594 PCR results

were available following primary dose vaccination, and
9,582 PCR results were available following third dose

booster. Low levels of vaccine effectiveness against

breakthrough and symptomatic infections were

observed in this group (10.5%, 95% CI: 9.9e11.1 and

13.6% 95% CI: 12.9e14.3), which did not improve

following a third vaccine dose. Nevertheless, in this

lymphoma subgroup, similar to the wider cancer cohort,

third dose boosters conferred higher levels of protection
against more severe coronavirus outcomes (coronavirus



Table 1
Table demonstrating baseline characteristics between the cancer cohort and the population control.

Cancer cohort Population control

Cohort SARS-CoV-2

PCR Negative

Breakthrough

infections

Symptomatic

infections

Hospital

admission

Death Cohort SARS-CoV-2

PCR negative

Breakthrough

infections

Symptomatic

infections

Hospital

admission

Death

Total 2258553 1906816 351737 328084 5467 6946 84781190 77135957 7645233 6402708 221964 81,271

Age group

18e19 6704 3275 3429 3227 1 1 1542445 1312966 229479 183459 1659 13

20e29 32592 22606 9986 8628 33 7 12268104 10915482 1352622 1100890 16007 193

30e39 79174 59537 19637 18327 85 45 15032642 13640231 1392411 1142049 26715 768

40e49 157804 125757 32047 28688 201 104 14212766 12899883 1312883 1056818 28973 2078

50e59 371635 305755 65880 61299 579 459 15638289 14397690 1240599 1043152 39339 5767

60e69 531067 449631 81436 76142 1145 1187 10557704 9710645 847059 737430 35608 11917

70e79 638202 545798 92,404 87646 1745 2392 7058259 6396119 662140 601,039 33360 19553

80e89 359827 319012 40,815 38745 1272 2063 5729098 5277821 451277 408,365 28585 26793

90þ 81548 75445 6103 5382 406 688 2741883 2585120 156763 129,506 11718 14189

Sex

Male 1128166 944990 183176 172585 3157 4253 32588547 28961653 3626894 3091561 116504 46532

Female 1130385 961824 168561 155499 2310 2693 52155575 48137490 4018085 3310919 105446 34736

Ethnicity

White/White British 2008740 1716193 292,547 272362 4647 5934 64909441 60035859 4873582 4038278 120279 24786

Asian/Asian British 99,253 76218 23,035 21722 310 281 5783735 5194104 589631 505,886 19604 2008

Black/Black British 72380 55433 16,947 16254 253 187 3051051 2842800 208251 177,571 6792 819

Mixed/Other Ethnic Group 22143 16853 5290 4967 38 45 1235403 1146947 88456 74,036 2283 163

Social deprivation index (IMD)

IMD Z Low (1e3) 631193 517,019 114,174 107,506 1906 2088 25984682 23377311 2607371 2225455 85767 28956

IMD Z Medium (4e7) 932921 787,675 145,246 135,226 2165 2888 34658310 31625313 3032997 2530216 86104 32318

IMDZHigh (8e10) 694385 602071 92314 85349 1396 1970 24120895 22118571 2002324 1644819 50062 19993
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Fig. 1. Vaccine effectiveness following third dose coronavirus vaccine booster in the cancer cohort and population control. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals for vaccine

effectiveness.
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Fig. 2. Subgroup analyses of vaccine effectiveness in cancer subtypes following third dose booster and following primary vaccination course (Post-2nd dose).

Fig. 3. Forest plot showing the multivariable fitted odds ratio in patients with cancer compared to the population control for coronavirus breakthrough infections, symptomatic infections,

coronavirus hospitalisation and death. Data are displayed as a log2 odds ratio.
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Table 2
Multivariable logistic regression models demonstrating the odds ratio in patients with cancer compared to the general population who had

received a third dose booster.

Age, Breakthrough infections p Symptomatic infections p Hospitalisation p Death p

All ages 0.99 (0.96e1.03) 0.77 0.73 (0.70e0.76) <0.00001 3.38 (3.03e3.77) <0.00001 3.01 (2.48e3.65) <0.00001

18e39 1.37 (1.09e1.71) 0.0064 0.73 (0.55e0.98) 0.033 11.50 (5.67e23.34) <0.00001 67.15 (5.05e893.14) 0.0014

40e59 1.06 (0.98e1.15) 0.15 0.66 (0.60e0.73) <0.00001 5.71 (4.36e7.48) <0.00001 10.77 (5.66e20.51) <0.00001

60e79 0.94 (0.89e0.99) 0.013 0.76 (0.72e0.81) <0.00001 3.17 (2.75e3.66) <0.00001 3.07 (2.33e4.05) <0.00001

80þ 1.10 (1.00e1.21) 0.043 0.93 (0.83e1.03) 0.16 1.49 (1.19e1.87) 0.00057 1.53 (1.12e2.09) 0.0073

L.Y.W. Lee et al. / European Journal of Cancer 175 (2022) 1e108
hospitalisation 23.2% 95% CI: �2.4-43.5 and coronavi-

rus death 80.1%, 95% CI: 69.7e87.0).

We also observed that a recent cancer diagnosis or

receipt of SACT or radiotherapy within 12 months were
associated with lower vaccine effectiveness against

breakthrough and symptomatic coronavirus infections

(Supplementary Table 3).

The age distribution differed between the cancer

cohort and the population control. To explore the dif-

ferences in risk for coronavirus outcomes between the

general population and patients with cancer, we fitted a

multivariable logistic regression model to tests from in-
dividuals who had received a third dose booster

(Supplementary Table 4). The model was fitted to adjust

for the effects of age, sex, levels of deprivation, ethnicity,

primary dose manufacturer and booster dose manufac-

turer. This analysis did not find that the cancer cohort

were at increased risk of breakthrough infections (OR

0.99, 95% CI 0.96e1.03, p Z 0.77) and were at reduced

risk of symptomatic infections (OR 0.73, 95% CI
0.70e0.76, p < 0.00001) compared to the population

control. However, following a positive coronavirus test,

cancer patients were at an increased risk of hospital-

isation (OR 3.38, 95% CI: 3.03e3.77, p < 0.0001) and

death (OR 3.01, 95% CI 2.48e3.65, p < 0.0001) (Fig. 3,

Table 2) compared to the population control.
4. Discussions

This work has confirmed that the third dose booster

programme has increased vaccine effectiveness in most

of the cancer population. Overall, this is a reassuring

finding that should add impetus for global efforts to

maintain vaccine effectiveness in patients with cancer
over time. However, our study also demonstrates the

benefits of the third dose in patients with cancer are less

substantial than the general population, and in some,

the benefits are not apparent. While the absolute risk is

low, when adjusted for salient parameters including age,

following infection, patients with cancer remain at a

higher risk of the consequences of infection, specifically

hospitalisation and death, despite receipt of a third dose
booster. Therefore, while behaviour modification may

attenuate the loss of protection from infection, it cannot

compensate for the increased risk of complications once

infection has occurred.
The benefits of third dose boosters for people with

cancer are also heterogeneous, and individuals at higher

risk of breakthrough and symptomatic infections include

those with haematological malignancies (particularly
lymphoma), those with a recent diagnosis and those who

received anti-cancer treatments in the last year. For pa-

tients with a history of lymphoma, similar to the rest of

the cohort, vaccination provided good protection against

severe disease and death. This population-scale study

replicates immunological studies, such as the UK PRO-

SECO study, that analysed 457 patients with lymphoma

who had received two or three vaccine doses. This
showed undetectable humoural responses following

vaccination in over half of patients on active treatment

and 6 in 10 patients on anti-CD20 therapy [33].

Breakthrough infection has the potential to disrupt

cancer therapy and adversely affect cancer outcomes.

Patients with lymphoma and other haematological ma-

lignancies who have mild or asymptomatic COVID-19

infection are likely to have treatment delayed due to
concerns about the spread of COVID disease within

chemotherapy centres. Additionally, we have previously

shown that disease control in itself is important for

reducing the risks of COVID-19 mortality in patients

with haematological malignancy [34].

The data presented in this study would support sup-

plementary measures in addition to third dose booster

to mitigate the risks posed by breakthrough infection to
healthcare delivery. Additional pharmaceutical in-

terventions should be recommended to prevent trans-

mission to patients with cancer and additionally help

patients to clear viral load more quickly in order to limit

treatment disruption to often highly effective cancer

therapy [35]. Such evaluations need not be restricted to

patients with haematological malignancies, but across

all cancer subtypes, as we develop strategies to deliver
healthcare within a population with an ongoing risk of

COVID-19 infection.

Whilst, this is the largest third dose booster cohort to

date, there are limitations to this study. We have

included patients recorded as having cancer before 30th

April 2021, excluding those diagnosed more recently.

This is likely to have resulted in an underestimate of the

reduction in vaccine effectiveness seen in patients with
cancer, as those recently diagnosed are more likely to

have been receiving active treatment but will not have

been counted among the positive infection results of the
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cancer cohort. Second, the underlying variant was not

known. However, we have reported on third dose

boosters during a period that was driven in the majority

of cases with the Delta coronavirus variant (B.1.617)

and pre-dates the most recent wave of infection driven

by the Omicron variants (B.1.1.529). Finally, the cancer

cohort may display differences in behaviour compared

to the general population. Patients with cancer and
haematological malignancies may be monitored more

closely through access to pre-chemotherapy or pre-

radiotherapy testing and this may confound our esti-

mates of breakthrough and symptomatic infections.

Placing our findings in the wider context, our analysis

has found that third dose boosters induce demonstrable,

albeit attenuated, vaccine effectiveness for patients with

cancer. Priority should be given to measure and sustain
vaccine effectiveness in this group. A pragmatic

approach for patients with cancer is to ensure good

education about risk in order to maximise their quality

of life. Cancer patients, and particularly those with

lymphoma, should be encouraged to take additional

measures to reduce their risk of infection when com-

munity prevalence and transmission are high. This study

also supports the prioritisation of further interventions
for patients with cancer to maintain the risk-benefit

ratio for those on immunosuppressive treatments. Tar-

geted interventions might include immunological studies

assessing coronavirus antibody testing or T cell assays as

a risk-management test, coronavirus pre-exposure pro-

phylaxis programmes by neutralising antibodies, such as

Evusheld, or early post-infection anti-viral treatments.

In combination, these measures will help mitigate the
inequality of outcomes from SARS-CoV-2 infection,

maintain the ability to deliver effective timely anti-

cancer treatment and maximise their prognosis and

quality of life during the ongoing pandemic.
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